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In this paper, we prove that the n-cube is graceful, thus answering a conjecture of J.-C. 
Bermond and Gangopadhyay and Rao Hebbare. To do that, we introduce a special kind of 
graceful numbering, particular case of a-valuation, called strongly graceful and we prove that if 
a graph G is strongly graceful, G + K, is also strongly graceful. 
Dans cet article, nous prouvons que le n-cube est gracieux, rgpondant ainsi g une conjecture 
de J.-C. Bermond et Gangopadhyay et Rao Hebbare. Pour cela, nous introduisons la classe des 
graphes “fortement gracieux”, cas particulier des a-valuations et nous prouvons que, si un 
graphe G est fortement g;racieux, alors G + K2 est aussi fortement gracieux. 
1. Introduction, definitions 
1.1. Graceful graph 
A graph G = (X, E) is numbered if each vertex u is assigned a non negative 
integer y(u) and each edge {v, w} is assigned the absolute value of the difference 
of the numbers at its endpoints, that is l?(v) - y( w)l. 
The numbering is called graceful (or the graph is graceful) if furthermore, we 
have: 
(a) The vertices are labelled with distinct integers (otherwise y is an injection). 
(b) The largest value of the vertex labels is equal to the number of edges, that is 
max, $.v) = IEI = e (or y(v)E{O, 1,2,. . . , e}). 
(c) All the edges of G are distinctly labelled with the integers from 1 to e (or 
equivalentiy: (ly(v)-y(w)1 {v, w}~E}={l, 2,. . . , e}. 
Example. Fig. 1 shows graceful numbering of the L&cube Dz = C, (cycle of length 
4) and of the 3-cube D3. 
1.2. Strongly graceful graphs 
A graph G is called strongly graceful if: 
-G is bipartite, the two parts being A and B with IAl = IBI= s (then 1X(= 2s). 
-The number of edges of G is IEI = 21+ s. 
-G admits a graceful numbering y such that 
(d) There exists an integer k E [l - s, 1 + s - 1] such that if a E A $a) s k, and if 
bEB y(b)>k. 
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(e) There exists an involution w which is an automorphism of the graph such 
that 
l n exchanges A and B; 
l if {a, 6)~ E, then (v(a), w(b)}e E; 
l the s edges {a, n(a)}, a E A, have as labels the integers of [ 2 + 1, I + s]. 
A graceful numbering satisfying (d) is called at-valuation in [5]. 
D2 and D3 are strongly graceful. That is shown in Fig. 2, where the 
drawn to exhibit the supplementary properties: 
*For L?*==C&+ s= 2. I = 1 and a is defined by 
n(a) = b, w(b) = a; ~(a’) = b’, ln(b’) = a’, 
9%~ I&, s=4, I=4, k=4 and a isdefined by 
da, 0) = (a, I), da, 1) = (a, 0); 
Mb, 1) = (b, 01, n(b,O)=(b, 1); 
n(a), 0) = (a’, I), ?r(a’, 1) = (a’, 0); 
n( b’, 1) = I b’, O), n(b’, 0) = (b’, 1). 
Pig 2. 
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Example. The n-cube denoted 0, is defined by D1 = &, Q,+1 = 0, +K2 (& and 
D3 are shown in Fig. 1). 
For more details concerning raceful graphs, the reader can see the survey [I]. 
J.-C. Bermond (private communication) conjectured that the n-cube is graceful. 
This has also been conjectured by T. Gangopadhyay and S,P. Rao Hebbare [3]. 
The aim of this paper was to prove the conjecture. In fact, we will prove the 
more general result, that if G is strongly graceful, then G +& is strongly 
graceful. That can be used to exhibit more graceful graphs of the form G + &. 
2. Main theorem 
Tborem. If G is strongly gruceful, then G + K2 is strongly graceful. 
Proof. let G = (X, E) and let us denote by 0 and 1 the vertices of K,; thus the 
vertices of G + Kz are (x, 0) and (x, l), x E X. 
(1) G’ = G + K2 is bipartite: the two classes are 
A’={(a,O) with MA and (!+ 1) with kB), 
tj’={(a, 1) with UEA and (6,O) with 6eB). 
Thus iA’1 = lB’l= s’= 2s. 
(2) 1E’1= 21’+ s’ where I’ = 21+ s
(3) Let us consider the following numbering y’ of the vertices of tit’, 
~‘(a, 0) = r(a) if s e A, 
$(Q,O)=r(b)+21+38 if 6 
y’(x, 1) = y(lr(x))=I= 19 8 for every x E X, 
where (u, b) is an edge of G (hacauaie property (cl of the graceful numbering r), 
~12f+s+1,21+2s] appear as 
y’kz, l)-y’(a,o)=y(7T(u))-y(a)+I+s 
A, because, by property (e) of the strongly graceful numbering ‘y, the s 
edges (u, da )) have as labels the integers of [ I+ 1, I + sj, 
l (21=+2s-+ 1,21+3s] appear as 
y’(h,O)--y’(b, l)=y(b)-y(?r(h))+I+2s 
f&r h E f? (also by property (e)). 
l [21+ 3s + C, 41+4s] appear as 
y’(b,o)-y’(u,O)=y(b)-y(a)+21+3s 
whcrc (a. h) is an edge of G (because property (c) of the graceful numbering y), 
(S) y’ is a strongly graceful numbering. 
- Property (d) is satisfied with k’ = k + I + s because if a’ E A’, y’( a’) E I, U I2 and 
if h’ E B’, y’(h’)E 13 u 14. 
- Property k) is satisfied with n’ defined by ~‘(x, i) = (x, 1 - i) where i = 0 or 1. 
Indeed n’ clearly exchanges A’ and B’. 
The edges of E are: 
l either of the form {(a, i), (6, i)} with {a, 6)~ E and i = 0 or 1, in which case, 
(n(u. i,, dh. i)} = ((a, 1 -i), (h, I -i)} is clearly an edge of E’. 
l or of the form ((x, i), (x, 1 -i)} with x E X, i = 0 or 1; these edges are those 
of the form {x’, VW)) and thus {n’(d), x’} E E’. 
Furthermore these last edges have as labels the integers of [21+ s + I,21 + 3s] = 
[I’-+ 1. I’ + s’] (see part 4). 
3. Appkations 
3.1. Thearem. The n-cube is strongly grti<*ej+ui. 
Proof. *I), = Kz or D2 = C, are strongly graceful. Thus, by induction 0, = 
0, I + Kz is strongly graceful. 
We have exhibited other families of st;Bongly graceful graphs. 
Let a ladder i,, be the graph P, + K2 (where P, is the path with n vertices). 
Although the graph P, is not strongly graceful, we can show that: 
3.2. Thwsem. ‘The ludder L, is strongly graceful. * 
L2k+l h 
Fig. 3, 
[-2k 
Proof. We leave to the reader the care of checking that the numbering of L,, 
indicated in Fig. 3 is strongly graceful. The vet rtices of A are indicated in black. 
3.3, Corolllary. L, + K2 is strongly graceful. 
Similarly, let us ca99 a “book” B, = S,, + KZ, where S, is the star with n end 
vertices. 
Although S,, is not strongly graceful, we can show that: 
3.4. Theorem. The book B2, is strongly graceful. 
Lemma. Let us consider the integers of the interval [ 1,2n], 7%ere xists a permuta- 
tion f of this set such that Vi c [ 1,2n], 
Tables 1 and 2 below give this permutation. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. The number of vertices of B2, is &I -I- 2, thus s = 2n + 1, 
and the number of edges is 6n + 1, thus 1 = 2n. The labels of the vertices of the 
page numbered i are shown in Fig. 4 (the vertices common to all pages being 
numbered 0 and 3n + 1). 
Therefore the va!ues of the edges on the page number i are: 4n + 1 + f(i), 
n + f(i) + i, i, 3n + 1 (this last value being common to a99 pages). 
The verifications that this numbering is strongly graceful are left to the reader 
(using the lemma). 
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Table 1. n=2k+l Table 2. n = 2k 
i f(O i +f(i) i f(j) i +fU) 
1 2k+l 2k+2 
2k-+2 1 2&+3 
2 2k+2 2&+4 
l . 8 
1 2k 2k-u 
2k+l 1 2&d 
2 2&+2 2k+3 
3k -t 1 i 4k;l 
k + 1 3&+1 4&+2 
3k43 kel 404 
k i-2 d&+3 4k+3 
bk c4 k J-2 4&+6 
, I a 
kh 3kil 4k; 2 
3k K 4k 
k+l 3k=+l 4&+2 
302 &=a 403 
, !I give the strongly graceful numbering of B4 and B6 (the vertices 
of A arc indicated in black). 
3.6. Cm-, We conjecture that B4n+l are graceful, for all n, 
We will use the fact that the 3-cube is graceful to prove a particular case of a 
problem of A. Kotzig [4]. In [4], A. Kotzig asked for what values of n can the 
edges of K,, be partitioned into subgraphs i omorphic to d-cubes. Here, we will 
solve the problem for the 3-cube. In what follow, we will say that K,, can be 
“decomposed” into 3-cubes to mean that the edges of K,, can be partitioned into 
subgraphs isomorphic to the 3-c&e. Thils: problem is a particular case of the 
existence of C-designs and we refer the reader to [2] for more details. 
Or----- 
3n+1 c 
Fig. 4, 
4n+ 1 +f(i) 
3n+l -i 
Proof, ( 1) The conditim is necessary: llndeed the number of edges of K,, must be 
a multiple of the number of edges of ihe %-cube, that its (i) n(rr - I ) = 0 hwd 24) 
Furthermore the degree of a vertex af K,, must hc a multiple of the dcgrcc of 
any vertex of the 3-cube that is (ii) n = 1~0 (mad 3). 
Thus we must have II = I or 16 (mod 24, 
(2) To prove the suficiency we need the fallowing lemma 
Lemma, l&6 and K tl,12 can be decomposed itit0 3-cubes, 
PHM& Let the vertices of Kh,b be Xi : i = 1,. , , ,6 and y, :j = I,. , . ,6, Then the 
three 30cubes of the decomposition are given in the table, Fig. 6, where we have 
indicated in the case (i, j) the number of the 3-cube containing the edge {Xi, yj). 
Similarly in Fig. 7, we indicate the decomposition of K1),,2 where the vertices 
are xi:i=1,...,9 and y,:j=l,..., 12. 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 8 9 9 8 9 8 
2 112122 5 2 2 5 5 2 7 7 8 5 8 7 8 
3 1 3 1 1 3 3 6 2 2 5 5 6 2 8 8 6 5 6 8 
4 3 1 1 1 3 3 7 3 4 s 433495 599 
5 332223 8 3 4 3 4 3 7 7 4 9 7 9 9 
6 3 3 2 2 3 2 9 3 4 3 5 6 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 
-_ 
Fig. 6. Fig. 7. 
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(3) Cor~lllrrry. K24.24 and K t $ ?4 can be decomposed into 3-cubes. 
.K 24.24 is the edge-disjoint union of 16 K,, and thus, by lemma K24,24 can 
be decomposed into 3-cubes. 
K ,s.24 is the edge disjoint union of a K6,24 and a I&4. K6,24 is also decompos- 
able into 3-cubes as union of 4 Kfiq6 and K9,24 as union of 2 K9,12, 
(41 Lemma, Kts can be decomposed in&o 3-cubes. 
PM, It follows from the fact that the 3-cube is graceA, Indeed it is known (see 
1 i, Propotiition X3]) that if G is graceful and has z edges, then &,+, can be 
dscr~mpcticd into wubgraphs isomorphic to G, 
PM& A dccompasition has been given by Katzip [Cr], 
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